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Homecoming
1.989
Homecomingit's the most exciting
time of the school year.
Just the mention of the
word brings to mind
parties, football, parades,
music and school spirit.
It's a time when
students and alumni
join together to celebrate
their university and
their home team.
As the tradition
continues with
. UCF's Homecoming 1989,
students and alumni
have many reasons
to celebrate.
Enrollment is more
than 10 times what it
was when the university
opened its doors in 1968.
Department curricula
are constantly being
improved and expanded.
The football team is on
the threshold of becoming
a Division I-AA team.
People everywhere are
sitting up and
taking notice.
The Fighting Knights
are giving Central Florida
something to cheer about
in every area from
academia to athletics to
extracurricular activities.
As the m~gic of the
'Knights of Mardi Gras'
unfolds, UCF students
and alumni can take
great pride in
celebrating their
university.
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Announcing a Student Poster Competition with $20,000 in Scholarship Prizes to be held in con·
junction with the National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week.

•

We're looking lor the best poster concepts that creatively express the need lor responsible deci·
sion making about alcohol.
A grand prize scholarship ol Ss,ooo will be awarded in each ol two categories. Five runners-up
in each category will receive sx,ooo scholarships.

•
•

The competition is open to all undergraduate students (not just rme art students) enrolled in a
U.S. college or university lor the Fall I.989 term.
•

CAMPUS POSTER CONTEST

•

$500 Cash ·T o Be A4W"arded

•

Pick up appliccltions at the
Studeftt Health and Wellness Center

•

•

I

•

•

by Eric Dentel

•
•

MANAGING EDITOR

Crossing the word "proposed" off an old Student
Union site plan, President Steven Altman announced Tuesday the complex will be built "right in
the middle of Pegasus Circle."
The site of the Union had been a source ofheated
debate between former President Trevor Colbourn,
who wanted the Pegasus area to remain undisturbed,
the student senate, which preferred the central
Pegasus location and UCF marching band members,
who wanted it built anywhere but on their practice
field. Colbourn ~ad favored building it on Drigger's

Field, which the marching band uses to rehearse.
Student b6dy President Fred Schmidt, one of the
leading proponents of the Pegasus Circle site, said
environmental concerns would be an integral part of
the Union's design. He said the plan was to keep the
Pegasus circle a natural setting, "and maybe even
improve it."
Schmidt also said there is a possibility that nature
trails may be built to provide access to the facility.
Members of student government, including
Schmidt, Vice President Christine Toutikian and
Chief of Staff Jeff Laing presented Altman with a
little gold shovel to commemorate his decision.
Plans for the Student Union are still being worked

-on, so it is still too early to tell exactly what form the
building and its surrounding infrastructure, such as
roads and parking, will take .
Altman said he expects construction of the $11.1
million complex to begin later this year. The first
phase, estimated to cost $4 million, would be completed around March 1991. The $7.1 million second
phase should begin construction at about that time,
Altman said, provided the Florida legislature approves a $65 million statewide bond issue.
UCF's share of the proposed bond issue would be
$7.5 million.
Phase II, according to Altman, should be finished
around March 1992.

Schmidt
now legit

•

•

Hours requirement waived
for student body president

•

by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

Student body President Fred
Schmidt is eligible to hold his office
again.
The student senate approved a
waiver of the hours reqwrement for
Schmidt Tuesday night. Schmidt is
taking three credit hours, and senate
statutes require officeholders to take
six.
Schmidt described the whole process as "relatively routine."
"I think the senate reaffirmed their
beliefs that the hours requirement is
flexible," Schmidt said . "It shows the
sen ators want t o get down to business."
Th ere h ad been some doubt th at
Schmidt could get the reqwrement
waived. According to a senate statute,
officeholders only have one week to
appeal their hours reqwrement, and
Schmidt had been in violation since the
beginning of this semester. But because the statute lacked an enforcement provision, Schmidt could appeal.
The statute needs to be looked at
and "cleaned up or deleted," according
to Schmidt.
"It's a non-statute," Schmidt said. "I
think the senators, with my case, have
expressed their doubts with it."
Schmidt said he hopes the senate
will take action on the statute within
the next few weeks.

Altman needs
project money
by Jim Popplno
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Steven Altman, university president, has requested $11.45 million
from the Board of Regents. The money
would be taken from the Capital Improvement Trust Fund (CITF).
According to Board of Regents
member Joan Ruffier, "The fund is
from tuition fees and is required to be
spent on buildings [but not classrooms]."
Altman has confirmed the funds he
has asked for will be divided among the
following projects:
$11.1 million to build a Student
Union Center. Approximately $4 million will be spent on phase one of the
center. As soon as construction on
phase one is completed, phase two will
begin. The second half of the project
has been allocated $7 .1 million. The
completed Student Union Center will
be located in Pegasus Circle.
$300,000 from the fund will be
see CITF page 6

Tom Wet.terlCENTRAI. FLORIDA FUTURE

JAZZ IT UP
The UCF Jazz Band played music on the Green after eulogies were delivered by President Steven Altman and Gene
McDowell, athletic director and football coach, Monday at the Death March.

Faculty senate to decide if American Sign
good alternative for language requirement
by Teresa Cole
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It will be up to the faculty senate to
decide this fall if American Sign Language will become a foreign language
as an option to students.
David L. Ratusnik, chairman of the
Communicative Disorders Department, asked the faculty senate last
week to consider approving ASL as a
limited access program.
Ratusnik said that if approved, he
would like to implement the program
by fall semester 1990.
Ratusnik has been trying for two
years to get ASL accepted as a foreign
language.
He gained the approval of the University Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee and student government.
Then, the faculty senate defeated it.
· Ratusnik said he will go back to the
faculty senate to offer them a compromise.
The compromise would be to offer
ASL as a limited access program.
The ASL program would be limited
to 350 students at one time, and it
would consist of a four course sequence.
The sequence of courses would be

Signed English and three levels ofASL.
"It would ensure that the students in
the program were interested in ASL,"
Ratusnik said.
"It would also limit any possible
threat of taking students away from
the other languages offered by the foreign language department," he continued.
Ratusnik said that in the past, departments received their funding

"It isn't just a slang form of
English. The concepts of
sign language are unique
and are similar to those of
Spanish, French and
Russian."
- David L. Ratusnik
chairman, Communicative
Disorders Department
based on how many students were
enrolled in courses offered by that
department.
Ratusnik said he wants to offer students the opportunity to learn the language that is already used by the cul-

ture of the deaf.
"It isn't just a slang form of English,"
Ratusnik said. "The concepts of sign
language are unique and are similar to
those of Spanish, French and Russian."
Ratusnik said the coursework for
ASL is academically rigorous.
He said he did not want students to
take it as an easy way out of the foreign
language requirement.
He also said he felt there was a
strong demand for the ASL program at
UCF.
"If the program was not limited access, I'd be overwhelmed," Ratusnik
said.
Kelly Gunnip, a psychology major
who feels she could use sign language
in her profession, said she is in favor of
taking ASL to fulfill the foreign language reqwrement.
"I would much rather have that
option," Gunnip said. "I think it may be
more beneficial to some students than
their current options."
Beth Bonnell, a finance major, said
she is also in favor of taking ASL as a
foreign language.
"It's easier to communicate what you
le am from sign language, and I feel it
can be better utilized than other foreign languages," Bonnell said.
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UCF Public. Relations Club plans 'Smokeout' on campus
.

.

\

from 9 a.rn. to 4 p.m.on the Green.
The day's scheduled events include a
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
mime, music from Star 101, "the largThe American Cancer Society and est ashtray," free food and prizes.
the UCF Public Relations Club have
The UCF PR club, formerly PRSSA
organized an on-campus "Great Ameri- on-hold, has taken on the campus
can Smokeout" campaign.
event. The theme is "Help Stop the
This nationwide event is held annu- Killer on Campus."
ally and this year UCF will be part of
Toni Angelillo, secretary of the UCF
the tradition.
PR Club, said, "The Smokeout' s purThe activities will bel).eldonNov.16 pose is not to hound people to quit
by Jamie cane

smoking, but for them to just think
about it."
Jay·Gill, vice-president of the UCF
PR Club, said, "[Organizing PR campaigns such as the Smokeout] helps
students gain hands-on experience in
public relations."
Angelillo said, "The club would like
to issue a challenge to Dr. Altman,
faculty and students to quit smoking
for the day and maybe consider quit-

ting permanently."
The UCF Smokeout has been
dubbed as the largest Smokeout in
Central Florida, according to figures
from the American Cancer Society.
Gill said, "The Smokeout [on campus] will hopefully be a big success and
it is certainly good experience for our
club members."
The UCF PR Club has been in existence for one year.

•

Construction postponed
due to hunt for animals
Two of the ponds will be on
UCF property.
The dirt dug from the reIt will be at least 60 days tention ponds will be stockbefore construction on Alafaya piled on UCF property where
Trail can begin.
the fieldhouse will be built.
Gene Holton, project engiThe dirt will be used to raise
neer for the State of Florida the level of the land for the
Department of Transporta- fieldhouse project, Holton
tion, said the project has been said.
put on hold while Dr. Jack
Construction of the retenStout, of the UCF biology de- tion ponds is expected to take
partment, combs the wooded up to three months.
construction sites for endanThe widening of Alafaya
gered species including the Trail from two lanes to six is
gopher tortoise and the blue expected to take around a year
indigo.
and a half.
Stout was not available for
Seven traffic signals will
comment on Tuesday.
also be added along Alafaya
Holten says the $7.5 million Trail sometime in 1991.
project is expected to begin
Officials don't foresee any
Friday with the clearing of problems with the project,
land for three water retention besides the fact that traffic will
ponds.
be slowed.
by Avis Quisenberry

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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LOUNGE LIZARD
Eugene Marsh, a senior majoring in art, takes a little break and soaks up some sunshine as he
lounges between classes behind the Art Complex Monday.

•

•
•HONORABLE TALENT

The UCF Honors Club is
having a Talent and Variety
Night on Wednesday,Nov.1 at
7 p.m. at the Wild Pizza.
This event will feature honors students performing various acts. These acts include
bell dancers, jugglers, musicians and actors.
Admission for the show is
free and open to all UCF students.
For more information call

Rick Speer, show producer, at
275-1093.
• KILLER ON CAMPUS

The Great American
Smokeout will be held on the
Thursday, Nov.16 from 9 a.m.
to4 p.m. on theStudentCenter
Green.
This year's theme is "Help
Stop a Killer on Campus."
There will be music, prizes, a
mime and a "giant ashtray" for
this nation-wide event to in-

crease smoking awareness.
This event is sponsored by
the American Cancer Society
in coordination with the UCF
Public Relations Club.
Anyone interested in joining the UCF PR Club is invited
to come to the meetings on
Tuesdays at 3 p. m. in room 206
of the Humanities and Fine
Arts building.
• MONSTER MASH

The 11th annual Monster

Mash Ha11oween Party sponsored by the UCF chapter of Pi
Sigma Epsilon will take place
from 8 p. m. to 2 a.rn. on Oct. 31
at Sweeney's on E. Colonial
Drive. Partial proceeds from
the Party will be donated to the
local division of the Leukemia
Society.
There will be a costume
contest with prizes, special
drink prices and door prizes to
be given out all night long,
including a bike from Bikew-

.

iser Cycles.
• "MORAL AMBI QUITY"

On Nov. 8, Prof. Philip Hallie will deliver a lecture entitled "Moral Ambiquity: Good
and Evil in One Nazi Individual."
Hallie's best known work is
titled Lest Inrwcent Blood Be
Shed. His lecture is scheduled
to begin atlOa.m. in the Board
Room of the Administration
Building.

•

•
•
•
•

Literacy
Volunteers
of America
Literacy Volunteers of
America in Central Florida
needs your talents and
abilities on a
volunteer basis
to help adult
learners upgrade their basic
skills, learn to
read, obtain
their GED, learn survival
skills and help students with
that could be the turning
point in their getting an
ad\iancement.

For more information call
857-4364.
Make a difference in
someone's life.

Help us erase
illiteracy.

The First All-Inclusive Movie and Television Seminars

At Universal Studios
1000 Universal Studio Plaza, Orlando

Sunday Nov. 5th From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Meet and Talk to:

•

.a0

-t-~

•

'
~,

•BEVERLY McDERMOTT, Florida's First Lady of Film Casting nominated for an "Artios
Award" for her casting of 20th Century Fox Cocoon. Has cast over 90 feature films and
television shows including: bo~ Cocoon movies, pilot for Miami Vice and Burt Reynolds B.L.
Stryker series.
• MICHAEL POLICARE, Top Movie Producer From Los Angeles, Vice President of Production with Paramount Pictures for twenty-one years.
• NORMAN R. RICE, Vice President, Studio Manager of Universal Studios will address the
audience with a visual presentation.
• AGENT'S CORNER, meet and question some of the top agents in the area.
You'll learn many ways to successfully enter this fascinating business ... how to prepare and
highlight your skills. How to get that part ... how to make a winning impression on a casting
call. Learn the pitfalls to avoid when starting out in the business. Seminar will feature casting session ... Will conduct cold reading techniques for castings.

Limited Seating... cost $150.00...for more information and to
reserve your seat, call (407) 740-3137

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

.H 0 me c 0 Illing •

.•

Mardi Gras 1989

• ·•
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.Campaigning curbed for court candidates
by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The 1989 Homecoming Committee has strictly
forbidden all forms of campaigning for Homecoming
'~' king and queen.
The committee announced at a meeting Oct. 4 that
any candidate caught canvassing for votes would be
disqualified.
A committee member said last year many students
felt pressured by candidates who positioned them-

selves at the ballot box, coachingvoters on how to cast
their ballots.
This year, in order to avoid such pressures, the
king and queen candidates are asked to stay clear of
the voting area.
Preliminary voting took place on Oct.18, 19 and
20. Students were asked to choose two female candidates and two male candidates. The contestants receiving the most votes were named as the 1989
Homecoming Court.
The candidates for king are: Todd Guiley, Ted

Bogert, Scott Rausch, Chris Torelli and Gordon
Miranda.
The candidates for queen are: Deena Freeman,
Carla Suma, Cynthia Whitson,Vicki Iznaga and Lisa
Stempkowski.
All candidates were sponsored by a campus club or
organization. Voters could identify the candidates by
name and picture only.
Dave Underwood and Kim Buchanan, 1988 Homecoming king and queen will crown UCF's new royalty
during half-time at the football game on Saturday.

Any large party needs
lots of lanning time
SG committees actually began working in early March
by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

A large scale celebration of
any kind involves a lot of
money and planning, and this
years 'Knights of Mardi Gras'
Homecoming is no exception.
Elise Cronin, student director of Homecoming said planning for this week's activities
started in early March.
All students interested in
planning activities for Homecoming were invited by the
Plans and Activities Council,
via advertisement in The Central Florida Future, to a meeting where they began to formulate a plan.
Committees were formed,
followed by about two months
of brainstorming and, little by
little, Homecoming 1989 began to materialize.
Approximately 40 students,
broken into 10 committees,
were responsible for specific

areas such as the concert,
parade, king and queen 8.!1d
prizes .
Each committee had specific tasks to accomplish and
Cronin attributes the success
of this year's celebration not to
a single individual, but to all
the students organizing and
working together.
The comm1ttee worked with
a budget of $11,400, not including money spent on the
band.
The budget covered the cost
of the week's activities, including give-aways such as sunglasses, can huggies, pencils,
t-shirts and masks for the
masquerade ball .
The majority of the giveaways wi11 be given as pr.izes at
Friday night's street festival.
Cronin said this will be a
very exciting, eventful week.
"I'm very excited about the
way things ha"e turned out,"
she said.

Floats to grace Gemini
by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The 1989 Homecoming Parade will be Friday night at 7
p.m. on Gemini Blvd.
Jennie Thompson of the
Homecoming Committee said,
"We moved the parade to the
evening to get the alumni into
homecoming." She added that
the parade will keep the students on campus for the festival and concert.
This year's parade will have
18 floats from these organizations: African American Student Union, Delta Gamma/
Sigma Phi Epsilon, International Student Association,
Delta Delta Delta/Pi Kappa
Alpha, Hispanic American
Student Association, Zeta Tau

Alpha/Alpha Tau Omega, Society ofAutomotive Engineers,
Kappa Delta/Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Student Wellness
Advocate Team, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Vietnamese American Student Association, Pi
Beta Phi/Sigma Chi, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers/Society of Automotive Engineers/ Florida Engineering Society, Air Force
ROTC, Phi Delta Theta,
ACACIA/Delta Tau Delta,
Students Against Drunk Driving and Alpha Delta Pi/
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Parade line-up will begin
Friday at 5:30 p.m. on Libra
Drive. The parade will start at
7 p. m., going down Gemini
Drive from Libra Drive to
parking lot 4-W.

Michliel uughlhVCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DEATH MARCH
A funeral procession marched across campus Monday in anticipation of Liberty University's defeat
at Saturdays homecoming football game.

Week ends in concert, street festival
by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Homecoming 1989 Street Festival
and Concert will take place Friday at 8 p.m.
after the Homecoming Parade on the Student
Center Green.
· At 8:30 p.m., the homecoming concert will
begin.
.
Leading off the concert will be the band
Renegade, followed by comedian Jordan Brady.
After that, the headlining act, Joan Jett.and
the Blackhearts, will take the stage. The concert is free and is expected to last until 1 :30 a.m.
lJlJiu~ e~ 1
!I. 00~Ahs•a1Pi.Re~iv&l0 Mfui.r.

ing games and food. All proceeds will go to
charity.
Booths offering games are: Baseball speed
toss (ACACIA), bean bag toss (Alpha Tau
Omega/Zeta Tau Alpha), basketball toss (Tau
, Kappa Epsilon), mechanical surfboard (Surf
Club), Pin the Pie on the Horse (Sigma Phi
Epsilon), Let's Play Quarters [non-alcoholic]
(Kappa Delta), Wet Sponge Toss (Circle K International) and the Jail (FSLATE).
Concession booths include: bake sale (Science Fiction Club), cotton candy (Alpha Delta
Pi/Lambda Chi Alpha), Italian ice (Delta
Gamma), popcorn (Pi Beta Phi/Sigma Chi) and
-the phobol hootli (Delta Delta Delta): · - -- - ·· - -- -
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CITF

$50,000 will be used to correct fire code restrictions that
UCF has broken. Altman could
not give any specific violac ou pl e d
with
another tions, but said "They were
$300,000 in private donations small corrections."
to build an International StuAltman also said he believes
dent Center. This will be lo- "chances are good" thathe will,
cated near the BPW Scholar-_ receive the money requested
ship house.
from the Board of Regents.

· FROM PAGE 1

I(

Toxic Waste Dump.
You probably know that
cigarettes threaten your life.
What you may not know is that
last year, 320,000 Americans
died from the toxic substance
in cigarettes.
So why don't you join the
Great American Smokeout
on November 16.
All you have to do is
dump cigarettes for a day.
You may decide to quit for life.

UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer!
$25 Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only
Ex pi res 12/31 /89
Good on initial visit only

Oaor9a <)Ian Yarljo, D.D.S.

282-2101
•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT
OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENl' FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE. OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Every Quitter is a Winner.

The Great American Smokeout .
NOVEMBER 17

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses 8:00, 10:30 & Noon

SPECIAL

Carnival '89

$49

c
«J~e~

~~~&

Reg. $69

277-7520
, A\1( l P.

Friday, 5-11; Saturday, 11-11;
Sunday, 1-8; October 27-29
Come join us for exciting rides,
games, food, and great prizes

569 N. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32807

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
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In conjunction with .
our 1 year anniversary
celebration and UCF
homecoming week,
we are proud to offer
10% off for all UCF
students and staff
(dinners only) and an
entry to our door
prizes drawing on November 1, 1989. (over
$500 wor.th of door

I ·
,sr !...._£] l68
i";
{I'/:,

:

prizes)

11 a•s E. Colooial o,;,. M-F 11 :00 AM -10:00 PM
"Alafaya Commons"
SAT
Orlando,FL32826
. S N.
12:00-lO:OOPM

(Alafaya al Hwy. 50)
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HOmecoming King & Queen Elections
gag 7
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.1988
Deena Freeman

Todd Gulley

Dave Underwood

Kim Buchanan

Last Chance!
Ted Bogert

TODAY,

Carla Summa

(Thursday, October 26)

is the last day to cast
your vote for the

1989 Homecoming
King & Queen.
Scott Rausch

·Make a difference ...

Cynthia Whitson

VOTE!
Ballots available:
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. • Student ·
Organizational Lounge
1:15 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Bookstore
Chris Torelli

Gordon Miranda

1.9 89

Vicki Iznaga

Lisa Stempkowski

_,.....--......-~ · -
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ATTN: FACULTY

Business
HP14B
HP 17B
HP Business
Consultant II

Science and
engineering
HP22S
HP 27S
HP 28S
HP32S
HP 42S

Come in today
for details.
~....

NOVEMBER 1 8c 2, 1989
(Career Resource Center)

HP is now offering a spe~ial
discount on all
HP computers
and peripherals; Laser Jets,
Deskjets, .Plotters, Computers, etc. Call
Don or Randy
as soon as possible for details.

when you buy an
HP calculator! ·

ihe best for
you.r success.

Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews

If you think you can't get
. it you're dead wrong.
Practice safe sex.

Backpack

HPCalcu!ators- r!:::.

HEWLETT
PACKARO

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. in science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime: .
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $5,400 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

i!J INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer

2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call before DOCll for oext day deli""")' IO your door via UPS . U1e =<fit cud or C.0,0 .

~-------------------,

: QRAND CHINA RESTAURANT I
: "Best Chinese Buffet Everyday"

I fi\j~J Lunch & Dinner
: ~
679-6868

l

BUFFET HOURS
Lunch 64.25 Mon-Sat
(11:30-2:30)

Dl.DDer $6.25 Mon-Sat
(5:00-8:30)

Sunday $6.25

$1.00 off each bu1Tet with vaUd UCF 1.D.

L

.

.

., AIDS
FREE

1989

(12:00-3:00 5:00-8:00)

---------------6856 Aloma Ave.• 1/4 mile east of 436

I
I
I
I

PEACE CORPS
MIAMI RECRUITING AREA OFFICE
330 BISCAYNE BLVD.
Room 420

I
I
I

Miami, FL 33132

•

•

CALL TOLL FREE AT: 1,800,468,2745

--~

IMPROVE YOUR GPA
...GUARANTEED
and ...
J""" develop motivation to study
J""" improve note taking skills
J""" learn to set and attain goals
J""" stop self-defeating behavior
J""" develop self-discipline
J""" learn how to stay ahead in class
J""" be calm before and during exams
J""" stop watching excessive tv
J""" develop effective study teclutiques
J""" do reports & papers on time
J""" rid yourself of procrastination
J""" develop more confidence
J""" stop goofing off
J""" use time more effectively

instilling wanted behavior.
Don't confuse this program with meditation, positive thinking, hypnosis, subliminal suggestion, or any other program.
This is the leading edge of behavior programming and a quantum leap over anything
you may have tried or read about.
Teachers, books, classes, parents, and
roommates can tell you how to be a better
student, but "Maldng The Grade" is the only
method using the latest scientific technology
and natural laws of behavior to actually

SAVOR PREMIUM QUAL11Y &
TRUE FRENCH TRADITIOJV!

M

Thin, light and smooth-burning,

To Make Them All Happen!

the exclusive French Light™

After three years of research and
development, we are introducing our state of
the art "Making The Grade" (MTG) academic
improvement program. MI'G is a to~ally new
concept of behavior modification that increases motivation and aptitude for learning,
removes negative behavior patterns, establishes productive academic discipline, and
enhances learning skills. MI'G is the only
academic improvement program authorized
to use the MET.ABIOTICS
technique.
MET.ABIOTICS , utilizing binaural frequency multi-level sound tracts, creates an "Alpha
and Theta Window" for instilling permanent
positive behavior programming. It is unequalled in removing unwanted behavior and

We'll send you a FREE "Be Calm When Taking
Tests" Programming Tape (a $14.95 value). Should
you return the kit for
THE
a refund, the tape is
still yours. Our way
DESTIN~
of saying thanks.
~T

•
••
-

gives you the finest in
tobacco smoking
~
... since 1838
pleasure.
ROLL WITH THE BEST..
---------------r----------------·

Send us your name and address and we'll send
you a FREE booklet of new cJ~BFrench Light•
Cigarette Papers. Experience a world-class
smoke! Limit one free booklet per person.
(Allow 4·6 Wks. for delivery). Must be 18 years old.

Send this coupon to: Republic Tobacco Co.
P.O. Box 8511, Prospect Heights, IL 60070.

-- - - - - - - - - - -C220A
--Expires

1/31/90.

I

Expl- 1131/llO

I

SAVE 35..1.
'!"

ON

Name'·~--------
Address - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - -- State ~
Zip _ __
SororiTYor Fraternity? YIN

Offer

jMANUi

I ~ACTUAEAS COUPON

.!Yftt'Ad~ · ·
CIGARETTE
PAPERS

C220A

--

.=-=~~--=.=.:::_-=-=--===-==-

ost students would be satisfied
with accomplishing two or three of
the goals above, but We Guarantee

cause you to become a better student... or
it costs you nothing!

Act now and ...
NEVV

FOUNDATION

fI

-;e~c:-~-: ;;n;;O;:r-;;

I

I
I
I Yes,
rn take advantage of your offer for the MTG I
program at the low price of $29.95. I understand that if
I amrefund
not
satisfied,
Destiny Foundation I
the total purchase price.
I N~e
THE NEW DESTINY FOUNDATION

I
will

P.O. Box 5272
Ormond Beach, Florida 32175
100%

The New

------------

1Address - - - - - - City

State _ _ Zip - - - -

L _!l.~ID~S~$~S~S!!,!
[Z](ll]

-

......

Credit Card Orders Call l-800-326-7817
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SPORTS PUB

•

Orlando, Florida

MONDAY:

Monday Madness - 75¢Draft, $1.50 12 oz Imports During Game.

TUESDAY:

Contest Crazy - Wet T-Shirt, Bikini, Best Tan, Best Buns, You Name It! ·
$100 First Prize

WEDNESDAY:

Zoo Nite - 25¢ Drafts, 8 - 11 p.m.

THURSDAY:

Ladies Nite - Any Drink For The Fairer Sex $1.00, 8-12 p.m.

FRIDAY:

T.G.l.F. Party - Drink Specials All Nite

SATURDAY:

Super Saturday Import Day - $1.50 12 oz, 1-5 p.m.
Ladies Nite - $1.00 Drinks, 8-12 p.m.

SUNDAY:

Game Day - You Ready For This!I!!! $1.00 long Necks, 75¢ Draft,
noon to midnight

658-8507 ~

1/4 Mile South Of Lake Underhill
In The Danube P.laza
Next To The Big Blue Roof
Of The International House of Pancakes

658-8507

9
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Now playing:
nightmare in your
local video store
We are awfully tired of do-gooders telling us
what's best for us.
The most recent escapade by the "morality
police" is taking place right here in Orlando, a
city on the cutting edge of degradation according to the folks at the American Family Association of Florida.
Even the name is scary, isn't it?
They also seem to have a slight cultural bias
- the American Family Association. Maybe
Italian and Latino families aren't as moral.
Anyway, this gaggle of bluenoses, which has
already blackmailed and bullied the Albertson's
grocery chain into removing Playboy and Penthouse from its liquor stores, is targeting Central
Florida video stores in its quest for moral purity.
But they're not going after Debbie Does Dallas or others of that genre; they're after Freddie
Krueger.
Not satisfied with castigating cowering porno
video store owners, these moral terrorists have
decided to take on those heathens who allow
children to see the boxes of R-rated horror
movies.
Take that, Satan.
The group surveyed 80 Orange County video
stores and (surprise) only 13 met its standards
for ratings and display rules. And so they decided to go forth amongst the infidels and do
battle.
Their half-witting accomplice in this struggle
is the Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation. All
the bureau needed was a word from the Family
Association to turn from the piddling inconveniences of drugs, prostitution and organized
crime to the horrors oframpant video-box viewing by minors. They'll be seizing tapes from
various stores to see if they meet standards of
one sort or another.
Well, we are sick of the whole process. On a
scale of damaging events, seeing the box for
Nightmare on Elm Street, or even the whole
movie, just does not rate very high. Growing up
in a world where your thoughts are controlled
by a group of neo-Puritan fascists like the
American Family Association would be damaging.
We're sick of you, AFA. Go back to opening the
neighbor's mail or whatever you were doing
before you decided to inflict your views on us.

CPS

Not• all traditions have to be good
I'm so mad I could eat glass.
The homecoming committee gets its final exam
back Friday night when Joan Jett and the Blackhearts take to the stage. Students will grade the
committee's performance with their response. The
committee really crammed for this test, though. The
headline act wasn't even confirmed until nine days
they responded to unamorous, disgruntled students.
before it is to perform.
In 1988 we had comedian Jerry Seinfeld, who was
Now, is that any way to set a tradition?
The committee acted like a typical UCF student good. We also had rapper, dancer, singer and allwho learns of a midterm research paper the first day around homeboy Stevie B. and his four over-choreoofclass but three days before the due datethestudent graphed sidekicks, who were horrendous. B. plagued
begins researching. One day before it's due, the writ- listeners with a two-hour curse of 10-minute songs
ing begins. Around 11 p.m., the typing begins. The played over and over.
Landing Seinfeld was like Christmas-treeing a
student then turns in a White-out splattered paper
test and getting a 98 on it. The committee signed
with three inch margins.
Homecoming is not an unannounced quiz. It ranks Seinfeld shortly before he was named comedian of the
up there with Christmas and Spring Break· you know year, which later caused his fee to skyrocket.
Landing Stevie B., was like Christmas-treeing a
it's coming every year.
And, each year the committee makes grand prom- test and getting beaten with sticks.
This year the committee tried to get Living Colour.
ises. We'll start the band search early. We'll find a
band everyone likes. We'll scour the country for the It tried to get the Romantics, Information Society and
biggestandbestgroup available. Each year the result The Smithereens. We ended up with Joan Jett.
Jett sings "Crimson and Clover,n "I Love Rock 'n'
is a half-concocted dud.
1985 brought the Busboys to UCF: They came, Roll," "Light of Day" and "Do You Want to Touch Me
There?n
they saw, they flopped.
No Joan, it's doubtful anyone even wants to even
UCF snared the Beach Boys in 1986. They weren't
look at you there.
bad for a bunch of old men acting like teenagers.
Oh, now it's all clear. UCF has established a
1987 broke tradition. The Aussie band Air Supply,
a group without the word "Boy" in its name, assaulted homecoming tradition after all. Looks like we can
listeners with a barrage of ballads that sent many expect lousy bands every year for homecoming.
fleeing and resulted in even bigger promises from the Maybe next year we'll get the Bee Gees or, better yet,
homecoming committee. "We'll do better next year," Barry Manilow. Yippee!
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DIZZY ARTICLE

Editor:
I am writing in response to Teresa Cole's article in the Oct. 12
issue of The Central Florida Future. This article was titled "Students decide Disney job not so
magical.n
Ms. Cole presented a very onesided view of the cast members
who work at Walt Disney World.
She stated her case using a few
"bitter" sources.
However, she did sprinkle in a
quote or two from a Disney spokesman. (This effort was greatly over
shadowed by the negative comments of the UCF student
sources.)
I am, and I know many cast
members who are very satisfied
with their jobs. I currently work in
East Magic Kingdom operations. I
have worked for the Disney Com-.
pany for almost four years.
Sure, the job has it's ups and
downs, but so does every job.
Ifyou are going to make an open
attack on Disney World, then you,

Ms. Cole, should also examine the
students who are working at
McDonalds and every other parttime job possible.
To the students Ms. Cole used as
sources for her story: I say if you
are unhappy with your job then
find another employer. No one is
forcing you to work for Disney and
there are probably plenty of other
people who would be glad to have
your job, which I am sure pays
more than minimum wage.
To the readers: I hope you will
all disregard Ms. Cole poor excuse
for a story. I also hope you will keep
in mind what the Walt Disney
Company has done for this area.
Tony Schepise
aerospace engineering
•DISTURBING ISSUE

Editor:
According· to
Maureen
Johnson's letter, the decision of
abortion should be left up to the
woman because ifis her body.
s the fetus really part of the

mother's body?
Medical breakthroughs have
proven otherwise. The fact is once
the fetus is conceived, its DNA is
completely different from that of
the mother's. This DNA defines a
new person. Also, if it were not for
the placental barrier, the fetus
would be expelled from the
mother's body as a foreign object.
Even if people still choose to
ignore these medical facts and
believe that the fetus is part of the
mother's body, then the fetus is
somewhat like an organ or a body
member.
If this is so, why is it so easy for
many doctors to remove and discard hundreds of thousands of
these healthy organs?
Can you imagine walking into a
surgeon's office and request that
he remove one of your healthy
organs or body member?
Without any doubt, the surgeon
would dismiss you as mentally
disturbed.
J. James
computer science

If
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CAMPUS LITE
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by Scott
Did you get dressed in a
coffin or do you just like to
wear black?~..--;

il~Ui~i~i~lii!i!U!l~li!I!ii!!iliii the !!!~li!i!ii!l!!f!ili!l~iiil!Hl!ili!!
Five Questions for Joan Jett

COLORING BOOK

What is Michael J. Fox
like , anyway?

Is your name fake or did
your parents really want to
name you Joan?

How's the we~ther down
there , shorty?

'

DR. DEMINUS

by Charles Rudd

RUBES®

by Leigh Rubin

BUT Art.EN "r THO:i>E
Ru &BER /\1AS i:s
HA2.AR0()(.(5 ~

you".

HEl'ILTH

?

IfALtowt.'-"
F°ROM

DR. DeMi11us

Poor personal hygiene earned him the reputation
as the league's most offensive lineman.

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT UNION

''HOMECOMING
JAM'' ·
SPONSORED BY

102 JAMZ
-

-

Student Center Auditorium
•

SATURDAY OCT. 28
·9 UNTIL YOU DROP
.

.

FREE TO UCF STUDENTS

WITH l.D.
$3.00·GENERAL ADMISSION

Lllmbda Chi Alpha
Hey, it's HOMECOMING! /\XA and AMI it's
better the second ti me around I Don't forget the
BBQ at the quad Friday and Saturdayll Buses
leave at 4:00. Also, congrats to Chris and
Gordie I

•111111111
Zeta Tau Alpha
Hey Zeta's get psyched for the parade and
game with ATO's. Good luck Carla-we love
you. BBQ at the house Sal leave from there to
go to the game. Build that floatl!I
Kappa Delta

Mardi Gras l:AEand Kl\ Style I Good Luck to all
floats ...And to everyone on Homecoming
Court. We had an incredible Founders Day
and Dedication! Thanks to all our Alums and
Nat'ls. Pumpkin Carving Monday I

Delta Tau Delta
We need everyone at the House on Sunday to
help dean up after this weekend's festivities.
Homecoming game Saturday 7:00. Party with
ACACIA after the game. Thanks to the plethora of people who attended the Fundralser last
Sat., Great Jobi Check work list for house
Chores. Pledges keep working on those interviews. Everyone is pumped for Homecoming.
GO DElTSlll

Good Luck Tri Delta Studs In Homecoming
Court - Lisa, Cynthia, Vicki , and Chris! Hey
Pikes - we're the Bestlll
Delta Sigma Pl

Remember to plan to go to the upcoming
tours, including Universal Studios. Pledges:
You are doing a great job! We are very proud
of you. Keep up the good workl

Need roommate: $220/mo 2bedroom-2bath
Townhouse at Cambridge Cr. Call 275-2188.

Alpha Phi Omega
ATO's and ZJ'As Float looks great. Sat. BBQ
starts at 1:OOpm at the House, naturally all you
can eat and drink. Buses leave at 5:00 for the
game and will return at 11 :00. Party to follow.
ATOIZfA's we are the Best!ll Brothers B-Ball
practice 3:30 Friday at the outdoor courts.
Those Brothers who have been asked to write
Articles for the newsletter get them to Carl M.
or Doug A. ASAP! AT0#1.

Gay male, 20, seeks same to find and share
apartment close to UCF {off Alafaya) for spring
semester. Write P.O. Box6n4880rlando, FL
328667-7488.

Sigma Chi- Pl Phi's
The Sigs are psyched about Homecoming
with you. Saturday afternoon we board the
buses for Tinker Field and the alumni tailgate
party before the game. Party at the House
after. Everyone go to the Pub tomorrow afternoon. Steve Rhone is lonely.

Private Room and Bathroom in 312 Duplex at
Sherwood Forest. Washer/Dryer, $205/mo
plus 113 utilities. Call Ozzie at 282-5537.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
1<4's be prepared; this weekend will Rodd
Party at the House Friday and Saturday with
Heart Attack Diner alter the game. Pledges
watch thatlionorelsel T.C., shave that beard I

PHI DELTA THETA
Float building party at Jamie's. Homecoming
will crank I Grant says sell those trees I Thanks
Pi Phi for a great social. Hi Jeanene! Alumni
picnic Sat., Blanchard Park 11 am, be there.
Pledges Emil • Rich, Chns Enc, and Neil are
most excellent dudes . Phi Delts fight fire with
fire I
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The float is well under wayl Come by the
House and helo out. TKE 2 vs ATO 2 at 5
today. The UCF game is Sat vs Liberty at7 pm.
Ourmeetings 'Nl lresumeSun.at6 atCB427.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
It IS Homecoming· Sig Ep and e.r a wmnmg
combination. Tomte be at the House for Float
Building. Thanlt.s to KA for a great Social last
weekend. Congrats to Andy Helm for brother
of the week!

Male wanting to share two bedroom, two bath
condo with male or female, pool side, lake
view, washer/dryer, located on Goldenrod
Road between University and Colonial- $225
plus 1/2 utllit1es. Call 678-9439.

Al ~

types. Must sell. 249-3084.

Apple Mcintosh Computer. External disk
drive, Apple printer and software. Call day
380-0170 after 6 pm 282-9434. $500.
12 sp Bicycle KHS Triathlete- one level below
full race, hardly used, like new, paid over
$500, will take any reasonable offer. Call 6572895 .
.
Typewriter- Sears SR2000 electronic. 2 years
old and barely used. Carrying case and Instruction booklet. $150 OBO. Call 880-3408Super Deal!

12 SPD Raliegh Technium Bicyde Aluminum
frame alloy rims$ 150. Pyle Driver 12 inch
Polybro Auto Subwoofers 180 wts@ 40 HMS
$90/pair. Sherwood Auto EQ 7 Band Passive
with Surround, Sub Crossover and 3 Preset
Memory Led Readout $90. Hewlett Packard
1OB Business Calculator wtmanual $30. Call
Mike@658-7803. Leave message.

Quiet Roommate needed for 3 bedroom 2
bath condo 10 minutes from UCF. includes
washer and clubhouse with weight room, spa,
pool, and big screen TV. $250 mo plus 112
utilities and $125 security deposit. Call 365-

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Consolidated Frelghtways- Looking for 5
business transportation or marketing majors
for Thur- Mon. Full time Ground Level Dock ,
Positions for future management consideration. Starting salary $30,000 a year. Must be
capable of doing very physical labor. CF is an
equal -opportunity employer. Call 851-5144
Risa.
EARN $2000 - $4000
Searching for employment that permits working your own hours, but still challenging
enough for your entrepreneurial skills? Manage programs for Fortune 500 Companies.
Earn $2000-$4000. Call 1-800-932-0528, ext
11. Ideal for Grad Students!

Two neon beer signs (Michelob and Busch)
$20 ea. Call Steve 275-8818
Seniors Wanted!
Sales Managers and Recruiters
UCF Grad with own business needs help.
Salary plus bonus.
Call 740-6030.

*

*

Fast
Professional
Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Word Processing, laser printing for all types of
reports: term papers, resumes, etc. Reasonable prices. Call Katie Young at 290-1966.
Typing WP papers, resumes, etc. Fast service, reasonable rates. Call Maria 857-5350
Bonus: Pick-up papers UCF

Word Processing - Reports, Term papers,
resumes. Professional Service, reasonable
prices. Call Barb 339-0653.
Word processing. Brevard Area. Fast and
reasonable. Call Angela at 453-3350.

Growth Opportunity
Central Fla Sales Rep 17-22k
Bonus, benefits, car. Call Gary
(904) 429-4151 collect.

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

FOR SALE: Curtis Mathes Stereo w/CD Dual
Cassette $350; Curtis Mathes 20· Color TV,
VCR w/ rack and Stereow/ cass $600. Both w/
warranty 679-2820.

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for information. 504-6418003 Ext. 2568.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repalr}.
Delinquent property. Repossessions. Call
910 805-687·6000 Ext. GH 4628 for current
repo list.

Earn While You Learn
Full or part time Hexible hours with expanding
Check Cashing Company. Call 2n-6032
Good Pay

· Fine Used Books: Out-of-Print, hard-to-find,
or hard-to-pay.for? We probably have it, and
reasonably priced. Legible Leftovers, Lake
Kathryn Plaza, on 17·921/2 mile southol 434.
Call 695-6400. Closed Mondays .

Roommate to share two bedroom house with
recent UCF graduate. Prefer mature student
or career person. Maitland area, no lease: no
deposits $150/mo + half utilities. Alan work
894-2081 .

Need a Typist? Call 645-5331

Found: Keys in Seminole Dorm parking lot
Call 275-2865 and identify.

Students to arrest teachers II Faculty to arrest
studentsll wHEN: Oct. 27 WHERE : FSLATE
JAIL.

Honda V30 Magna sooc:c 1984 Good Cond
lion. Garage kept. 282-0909.

Tutor or sllJdy group needed for EDF 4214
Classroom Leaming Principles. Call Ron
Raymer at 1-904-345-3232. Call collect

3886

Tr Malibu Classic. Must sell . Look AC AM/FM
New ures 550 080. 679-9402.

KCO Inc. WP/OP $150/ 250. Call 678-6735.
1989 VOLK's CABRIOLET CONVERTIBLE
A triple Whi e super neat vehicle, only 7,700
miles!! Nover tiUedl Ar; automauc; alloy
wheels. A DEAL - pnoed to SELLI 645·4707.
Apartment- 2bdrm. Walk to UCF. $385, call
851 -7235.

TE

2bdrm/2bath Duplex close to campus.
Washer, dryer, 001ling lans, AC freshly
painted. Immediate occupancy. $425/mo.
Call 834-8787 or 831 -6346.

Need Extra Money For Christmas?
Large Christmas oriented retail store hiring
immediately$& 1Opotenllal. full and part time.
Call Mr. Nutt291-1604. Apply at Reaeal!Onal
Factory Warehouse.

Kappa Sigma

Homecoming is here so show your UCF spirit.
Party at the palatial Kappa Sigma mansion
after the game Saturday nite. Parade and
concert tomorrow nite. Volleyball game tonite
at 10:30. Let's put one in the win column!
Pledges, keep working on your pledge books.
Aluminum salute to the Fox Hunt Posse.
Kappa Sig - we ain't no glamour boys I

Furniture.

BOAT 18' Bayliner w/135 hp. Johnson new
trailer. Excellent condition. Great for water
skiing, fishing, or just cruising. Call Tom 3522535.
•
Motorcycle Honda XL 185 81 249-3084.

Ph.D.'s in any Business subject
(Accounting, ·Management,
Marketing, etc.)
or Doctors of Business
Administration
·needed to teach accredited
graduate level classes as
Adjuncts

Salespeople Neededl Flexible, Fff and Pff
Positions (Exe. Pay) Call Nowl 740-6030.

A FREE GIFT FOR CALLING
US RAISE
UP T0$1,700 IN ONLY TEN DAYSI!!
Student groups, fratem1ties and sororities
needed for markeung project on campus. For
detaJls plus a FREE GIFT, group officers call
1-800-950-8472, ext 10.

BEERI BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN!
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-780-SUDS

Mike
You are my babyl
You are the one for me!
I Love You I
Excellent word processing 366-0538

Love, Lisa

•

DON'T LOOK LIKE A GHOST ON HALLOWEEN!
Wolff System Tanning at

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
Where The Sun Always Shines!

•••••••••••••

1 Buy
.I ,.
:1

5 Visits
Get 5 Free!

1

·: $29.95
I
II

894~9961

of Technology

Research Papers: 17,000 o file . Catalog $1.
B r loy A earch 2385 - CF Ocean.
SF CA 94 27. C for nfo tot I free 1-800-3319783 ext. 666

Management opportunities available for the
spring semester at The Central Florida Future.
Experience not necessary Please call 275260~ for more lnformatlon.

Call Jim Williforctf

~Florida Institute

Research papers, 18,278 available!
Catalog 2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho,
206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toil free ( 800)
35 ·0222, Ext. 33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

•

~-·

-----------

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

••1111111ae1:·i i:

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

•

=

•

I
II

Sign up a friend and get 2
.. r ,
v1s1ts ree.
Co~n ex~s 11n/89

I
1

•

•
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·: HOM.ECOMING ISN'T OVER YET••• :
~

I
I
I

just when you thought it was safe to have nothing to do...

I
I
I

FRIDAY:

:

.:
• I

I

11 :30 a.m. • by the Reflecting Pond
JQ and the Bandits
7:00 p.m. • Gemini Boulevard
Homecoming Parade
8:30 p.m. • Student Center Green
Outdoor Street Festival & Concert
Featuring Joan Jett & the Blackhearts

:
:
ii
·:
:
:
. I
•
·:
I
I
. I
I

:

SATURDAY:

:
:

7:00 p.m. at the Citrus BOwl
UCF Knights vs. Liberty Flames

:
:
I
:
:
:
I
•
:
I
I
I
I

:
:

f)8·6 :

I

.
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Goodings Plaza
corner of Goldenrod
& University
657-1302

MATCHES
Best of Times

Hoffner Center
282-1138

WATCH:

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 75¢ Drafts,
$3.50 pitchers FREE shooters when your
team scores

-EAT:

Free Pizza on Wednesday Night 8:00 - 10:00

COMPETE:

On Wednesday Night: Foosball and 9 ball.
On Saturday 12:00 p.m. 9 ball

PLAY:

On 14 pool tables, Par T Golf, and the latest
video games

DRINK:

On Thursday Nite: Ladies drink free
domestic draft, house wine and cocktails
7:00 - 12:00. Guys pay $4.00 and drink
ALL you can from 7 - 12 domestic drafts

Happy Hour
11 A.M. - 7 P.M.

Seven Days

..
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WILLIS
FROM PAGE 16

care. He felt what was good for
the team came first. After his
brilliant performance against
East Tennessee State University, he pointed to Ron
Johnson and Rudy Jones and
said, "We actually have three
starting quarterbacks."
How prophetic.
The real reason Willis left
the team has a lot to do with
the way McDowell handled his
quarterback's situation. Re-

ports have stated that McDowell was unrealist,ically hard on
Willis especially because ofhis
leg injury.
Of course, maybe Willis
took McDowell's actions the
wrong way.
Sources close to Willis and
the team have said McDowell
tried to cause conflicts between the three quarterbacks
and Willis just had enough of
it.
Former quarterback Darin
Slack, who was involved in a
quarterback controversy himself, said, "I think McDowell's

tactics, or whatever way I took
them, was up to me. He's the
coach. A lot of times it was very
difficult, because at times
there was that feeling that it
was personal. The issue is
what is best for the team."
True, and Willis has been
team-oriented.
But what is evident is
McDowell was not sensitive
enough to the fact that he had
an injured quarterback playing as hard as he could.
McDowell definitely mishandled the quarterback situation this year.

LIVING WORD
LUTHERAN CHURCH
A new Christian congregation serving the
East Orlando/UCF area
David J. Nixon, Pastor

277-7684

We are a new Christian congregation right in
your neighborhood.
Let us be your church away from home!
We welcome you to join us

Erase illiteracy.

WORSIDP AT 11754 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE

The answer is in you .
Volunteer with the Literacy
Volunteers of America .

SATURDAY AT60'CLOCK • SUNDAY ATlO O'CLOCK

(Behind Wendy's)
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I Tuskawllla Rd .
I at Red Bug
I next to
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I E. Colonial
I Next to
I Sound Advice

HEY

I
I
GHOULS & GOBLINS
I
I
15°/o off I
on
all
Hallowee
n I
Costumes & Capes
purchases for I
Coffins & Crepe
UCF students with I
Skulls & Swords
a valid student l.D. I
Masks & More
(please present l.D
before purchase) I
Wigs & Hats
Bats & Rats
I
Open 7 days I

HALLOWEEN GALORE

and
weeknights : ,,

at

I
I
MIDNIGHT l 0/31 /89 I
Must show valid
I
student l.D.
I
OFFER EXPIRES

·············-···-···············
BODY
MASTERS

" DON'T BE CONNED BY CLUBS WHO DON 'T HAVE TH E FLORIDA BOND."
"PAY BY TH E YEAR AND SAVE $$$$$$."

Florida State Bonded Since 1984
To Guarantee Your Doll ars

THE MASTERS OF
HEALTH AND FITNESS
Orlando ' s cleanest , mostfullv.
equipped health c lub

**Special Student Rates**
* Co-Ed
* One on One Training

VINTAGE CLOTIIING,

*Machines

ANTIQUE JEWELRY

*Pro Shop
* Free Weights * Complete Body
Building
·* Professional
Instructors

and TEXTILE

SHOW & SALE
October 27, 28, 29, 1989
Orange County
Convention/Civic Center
9800 International Drive
Meeting Room #6
Fri. & Sat. 10 am - 7 pm
Sun. 12 noon - 6 pm

· Admission $2.00

•
VISA

M/C
AM/EX

7337 Lake Underhill Road

at
Goldenrod Road
For Further Information PHONE 275-5107

Financing
Available

•

..
•
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VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 16

bad game, but we didn't play
too great."
Coach McClemmon admitted that she intentionally
scheduled top teams for the
Classic, "We need to play
teams. We don't need gimmes.
We can't expect to play teams
we can kill to get ready for
conference and postseason
play."
Two members of the Lady
Knights squad earned places

on the all-tournament team.
Those members were Linda
Santiago and Shannon Pack.
"I know where we're strong
and weak. My job is to balance
it. We're much further along
than last year," McClemmon
said. "We have 18 wins right
now and at Division I, 20 wins
is a sign of success. I'm not
unhappy with the tournament
at all."
This Lady Knights battle
Jacksonville University Friday. UCF played the Lady
Dolphins this season and defeated them.

"Doesn't
every
Pre-nted
deserve
a choice?"
Tom Garcia, M .D. (UAG '75)
Cardiologist
Houston, Texas

·"The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now I'm
a physician. My alma mater may be just
right for you. It's your choice."
Universidad Aut6noma de Guadalajara
School of Medicine
Guadalajara, Mexico

The International Choice
For your free video preview call: 1-800-531-5494
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Kathy Fill returns after a
season-ending knee injury
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An injury made the opening game of the 1988
season Kathy Fill's first and last volleyball
match of the year.
In that opening game against FIU Fill injured her knee severely enough to miss the
whole season.·
Coach DeeDee McClemmon described the
events leading up to the injury, "She was going
up to block and she fell on it wrong. The most
. shocking thing about it was it didn't look tQ.at
bad."
Fill added, "I jumped to hit a ball and I just
came down on the right leg, which caused a
ligament to tear."
One month after the injury Fill underwent
surgery on her knee. Dr. Croft of Winter Park
Memorial Hospital performed the operation.
From November of1988 until March of1989
Fill had to undergo rehabilitation. Fill had to
perform stretching exercises to bring the mobility back in the leg and had to work on the weiglit
machines three to four times a week in order to
build up the leg's strength.
Although the rehabilitation was tough, Fill
had the right attitude to recover.
"I am a determined person. I never quit. I just
love volleyball too much. I got a lot of support
from a lot of people, " Fill said.
McClemmon added, "Kathy's determination
made her come back. Her rehabilitation was
due to her and her teammates."
Although Fill came to UCF all the way from
Buffalo, her parents still showed their support.
Her mom was at her side at the hospital when
Fill underwent surgery. Both parents made
several trips to Orlando to help her.
"My parents have been very supportive."
Fill overcame the injury and is now playing
some outstanding volleyball for UCF. Currently, Fill is fifteenth in the nation in assists.

"The setter in volleyball is like the quarterback in football or the point guard in basketball," McClemmon said. "The setter is the
le~der ofthe volleyball team. She sets the ball in
play, calls the plays and makes things happen."
Fill's play also receives merit from her teammates.
"She's a hell of a player. She drives herself
and the team," Carole Cupac said. "She's an
awesome setter. She's got a good attitude on
and off the court. Kathy's a pleasure to play
with and the b~st setter I have ever played with.
Nobody's ever complained about the job she's
done/'
The knee brace Fill wears is the only lingering sign of her injury.
·
"I wear the brace for extra support to replace
the missing ligament. The brace gives me more
stability."
During her senior season in high school up in
Buffalo Fill narrowed her choices of colleges to
Eastern Michigan and UCF. Fill chose UCF on
the day she visited Eastern Michigan.
Fi1l said, "On the day I visited there the
weather felt like thirty-six below zero and I
knew I wanted to come to UCF. I am really glad
I came here."
At the start of the season Fill had set some
goals and she is close to reaching them.
"I wanted to be a captain, to be named on an
all-tournament team, and to be all-conference."
This season as a sophomore Fill is co-captain
along with Carole Cupac. She has received
places on two all-tournament teams, the Stetson and Jacksonville Tournaments.
Fill also has academic dreams. As a communications major, she hopes to one day gain
recognition as the next Connie Chung or Barbara Walters.
For now she has earned the respect of her
coach.
"I feel she's doing a great job for us. rm proud
ofher comeback and the way she's playing."

•

Also, tbere will be free buses to the
9ame·. 1he buses will leave at 6:00p.m.
behind the Wild Pizza I Must have
student I .D.. 11 t

by Roy Fuoco

·
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It won't get any easier for
the Knights when they face
ninth-ranked Liberty University Saturday night in
the UCF Homecoming
game.
The game comes on the
heels of a 31-17 loss to second-ranked Georgia Southern College and the loss of
quarterback Shane Willis,
who quit the team.
The game marks the first
starting assignment for
sophomore Ron Johnson.
McDowell remains confident that Johnson can do
the job.
"He's got a little better
foot speed than Shane had
naturally [before the leg injury]," McDowell said. "He
has a great intellect.
There's nothing in the offense he can't grasp. He
hasn't shown the magical
tendencies Shane has. I
think Ron could have the
same impact on the team
Shane had. It remains to be
Bin Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
seen."
Defensive
tackle
Parnell
McCall
(83)
stops
ful
lback
Joe
Ross
in
Saturdays
game against
McDowell said both
Johnson and Rudy Jones GSC. UCF will face a Flames offense which averages 407 yards per game.
will play.
"We'll give them an equal chance to Orlando.
Rutigliano said. "It's a lot more fun
earn the job," McDowell said. "Right
"That does cause some unique prob- than the NFL. I-AA is a lot more fun
now they are neck and neck. We have a lems for us," McDowell said.
than I-A. There's a lot more coaching."
lot of confidence in both."
The Flames are coached by former
He said he does not know a lot about
The game will be a difficult test for NFL coach Sam Rutigliano who UCF but added he feels the two teams
Johnson. Liberty (6-0) has a 10 game coached the Cleveland Browns for a are similar. He does not fee1 having to
winning streak dating back to last number of seasons. He replaced Mor- prepare for both Jones and Johnson
year. After facing a GSC team which gan Hout who was fired at the end of causes significant problems "as long as
primarily ran the ball, the Flames last season, despite an 8-3 record.
they both don't play at the same time."
bring a more balanced attack to
"I rather enjoy college football,"
Rutigliano said the strength of the

Volleyball squad
second in toumey
Visiting Tennessee Tech upended
the Lady Knights
The Lady Knights volley- in four games. The
ball team posted a 3-3 rec- Lady Knights took
ord last week and now the first game, 15sports an 18-12 record for 12, while Tech
the season.
swept the next
The week started with three games, 15-11,
the Lady Knights traveling 15-11, and 15-8.
down to Tampa to battle the
Saturday mornLady Spartans. The Lady ing the Lady
Spartans defended their Knights
faced
home turf and defeated NSWAC rival StetUCF.
son. UCF won a
On Friday afternoon the hotly-contested
Lady Knights opened their match.
first match in the Burger
UCF captured
King Classic played at the the first game 15-9,
UCF gym. The first match but lost the second
llilcheal Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
pitted UCF against the game 5-15. The
Lady Rattlers of Florida next two games Jennifer Owen battles an opponent in
A&M.
were won by the one of UCF's matches last weekend.
The Lady Knights Lady Knights 15whipped the Lady Rattlers 12and15-9.
the Burger King Classic bein three games by scores of
"They try harder when they tween UCF and Tennessee
15-4, 15-7, and 15-5. Al- play us," Cupac said. "They Tech.
though FAMU did not pro- don't like us too much."
Tennessee Tech swept
vide much competition, coThe Saturday afternoon the Lady Knights in the
captain Carole Cupac com- match against East Tennessee championship match to finmented, "They were a State was swept by the Lady ish in first place.
pretty scrappy team that Knights 15-13, 16-14, and 15"I don't feel too good
played much better versus 4.
about finishing second,"
Stetson."
Co-captain Cupac had re- Cupac admitted.
In the next match the spect for the Lady Buccaneers,
"Hopefully our time to
Lady Knights faced all the· "It's a good thing we won in finish first will be coming up
competition they could three games. They were tough soon. It would have been
nice to win. We didn't have a
handle. The Knights met a games."
The victory over ETSU set
roadblock in Tennessee
up the championship match of see VOLLEYBALL page 15
Tech.

f

Flames is the overall team speed and
the balanced offense.
However, he added that the defense
is young and inexperienced, giving up
an average of 17.3 points per game.
The leading offensive player is tight
end Eric Green. Considered the best
tight end in the country by NFL scouts
and a possible first round draft pick,
Green leads the Flames with 36 receptions for 561 yards.
The Flames have an explosive offense which averages 407 yards per
game in total offense and 29 ppg. The
defense is allowing 334 yards per game.
For the Knights, they will be looking
to avenge last year's loss to Liberty.
The Flames won 24-7. They jumped on
top early, and UCF's comeback hopes
were hindered by severe rain.

Gene gets mean
with quarterback

by Jay Rutenkroger

CENTRAL FLORID.A. FUTURE

L---------------------------------------------------------------------1

Why did Shane Willis quit
the football team?
The company line is it concerns his leginjury. Because of
the injury he was frustrated
about being unable to do everything he did in the past. But
that is only part of the story.
Let's face it. We are talking
about a player who has played
with an injury since late last
year. He again played this
season despite the fact that the
injury was not completely
healed. But he knows it's part
of the game.
Willis admits the injury was
part of the reason why he quit.
"As far as me giving up the
game," Willis said, "I can't
handle it any more. I'm beat
up. It's not a game anymore.
It's not fun."
So the question being asked
- why didn't he ask McDowell
to let him stop playing so his
injury could heal? That way he
could stay with the team to
give them support. Why did he
walk out on the team?
"I'm not walking out on the
team," Willis said. "I'm walking out of the situation."
Situation?Whatsituation?

"Coach McDowell knows
what I mean," Willis said.
Evidently something more
is going on over there. Sources
close to Willis and the football
team have said McDowell
blames Willis for the team's
problems this year. It has also
been said when McDowell told
the team Willis was quitting,
he said some negative things
about the former quarterback.
When he did, some players
defended Willis.
"Coach McDowell is capable
of doing that," Willis said. "If
he did, I'm hurt." .
Nobody I spoke to has been
willing to go on record to confirm th e real story. They either
don't want to hurt the football
team or, understandably, are
afraid of repercussions from
any remarks they might say.
Even Willis did not want to
elaborate because he did not
want to hurt the team.
The apparent thing is the
team lost their leader. Willis
has always been a team player.
When he was not playing, he
was on the sidelines helping
the other quarterbacks. In his
freshman year, he lost a year of
eligibility by playing thirty
minutes fu the playoff game.
Someone close to Willis called
that stupid.
However, Willis did not

see WILLIS page 14
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osrs, WITCHES, SPIRITS AND SPOOKS -

1HAT's WHAT

I

was supposed to be searching for in Cassadaga,
the small town known far and wide as the spiritual mecca for psychics and mediums.
Every Halloween, the mystery of Cassadaga
attracts visitors and thrill-seekers who want to
lmow what really goes on there.
My apprehension of this strange place grew, as the road
leading to Cassadaga wound back through an increasingly
dark wooded area.
Farther down the road were some very old houses, some
dilapidated, others still intact .
About three miles down the road was a cleared area with
several signs, small buildings and an old hotel. Downtown
Cassadega resembled a small tourist area in an old western
town or a semi-commercialized Indian reservation.
Not lmowing who to approach, I walked into the Spiritualist Bookstore. The small room was fairly crowded with
people, books. tapes and crystals. Everyone was quiet.
I leafed through books on subjects such as how color affects your life, numerology and the Lost City of Atlantis trying
to appear unobtrusive .
..Is there anyone around here who can tell me a little about
this town and what you do here?" I asked cautiously.
The clerk smiled and told me to go to the Cassadaga Hotel.
The Cassadaga Hotel and Restaurant was an old brown
building with yellow trim, a gloomy-looking interior and
ancient furnishings.
Pictures of the hotel's original founders hung on the wall
along with photographs depicting .. actual" ghosts.
The clerk introduced me to Rev. Ron E. Heriff.
Heriff said he was a medium, a psychic and a minister of
the Spiritualist Church. He originally came to Cassadaga in
1967 .

..People here at the hotel have said they've heard footsteps
in the halls," said Hertff. He said there was no reason to be
afraid of ghosts because they are "people just like us who
don't happen to have bodies."
Still, I wondered: Were there any other strange things going
on here?
..People have talked about a healing tree, which I've never
seen. Some people have said they've seen lights going on and
off on the streets at night," Herill said skeptically. "To me, this
is a very normal place, except people here have a little more
sensitivity and have studied the metaphysical."
A medium that's down-to-earth?
"A lot of people try to classify it [as a witch town] but it
doesn't really fit," Heriff said. "There aren't any witches or
goblins here, but there are a few witch hunts.
"Young people like to come here on Friday and Saturday
nights after they've had a few beers and drive through here
y~lling and screaming. Some are picked up by the law."
Herriff referred me to two other Cassadaga residents:
Sandra Cosgrave and a woman named Marsha.
Marsha claimed to be a healer. She led me to the front
porch of an old wooden house. Dozens of crystal and ceramic
wind chimes hung from the porch beams. Marsha shared
the house with her roommate who said she was clairvoyant
(sight beyond natural vision). clairaudient (hearing beyond
natural auditory senses) and clairsentient (sensing through
auric emanations).
Whatever happened to plain old ESP? Better watch what
I think around her.

Sandra Cosgrave, 4 7, was a no-nonsense Australian-born
woman, slightly weary of sarcastic reporters and people
see CASSADAGA page 3

story by Chris Hobby
photograpghy by Tom Webster
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'Dad' will warm your heart
Danson and
Lemmon
show tender
comedy in
this unusual
drama.

Week

d1 l!m •The Children's Theatre of

!li!i!8a~ ~- the Civic Theatre for Young
IPeople
will
perform
William
.......
IBelllal!
111

...

Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's
Dream at 8 p.m. at Valencia Community College East
Campus
PerformingArts Center through Octo~
ber 29. •Bill &
Ted's Excellent
Adventure will
be shown in the
Student Activities Center at 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
The movie is free
to students with
valid I.D.

'DAD'
Rated: R
Starring: Ted Danson,
Jack Lemmon, Olympia
Dukakls
Director: Gary David
Goldberg
Confetti Review:

Amblln Entertainment

Jack Lemmon (left) and Ted Danson create a heart-warming father and son
combination in the comedy /drama Dad.

***

by Edward Gantt

I

m

DAD /\S A MOVIE
that warmed its viewer's hearts,
then committed a slow, painful
suicide.
The first half of this movie was extremely touching. Ted Danson (Cheers)
plays John Tremont. a man who feels
tormented over watching his father
grow old. It's a departure from his Sam
Malone character.
Danson isn't playing the fun-loving
womanizer in this movie. However, his
fans certainly shouldn't be very disappointed. His performance as a caring,
lovable middle-aged son is moving.
Jack Lemmon ls brilliant as
Danson's father. His sense of timing in
the humorous bits is excellent and his

'GROSS
ANATOMY'
Rated: PG-13
Matthew
Modine. Daphne
Zuniga
Director: Thom
Eberhardt
Confetti Review:
Starring~

**
Key:

******Good
* * * Excellent
** *FairAwful
* * *Poor

WILL WNG REMEMBER

portrayal of Jack Tremont is enough to
make the audience cry.
Olympia Dukakis is very amusing as
Danson's fiesty mother, who loves to get
her way no matter whose toes she has to
step on.
She provides a pleasant contrast to
Lemmon's character. who is much more
quiet and reseived.
Danson and Lemmon's portrayal of
father and son was perfect. However,
Danson's relationship with his son, Billy,
(played by Ethan Hawke) seems rehearsed and phony.
It's nothing more than the standard
rebellious son-concerned father relationship that we've seen a thousand times.
Yet. the Danson/Lemmon comblnasee DAD page 4

Modine carries show
Birth of a doctor detailed in 'Gross Anatomy'
ing habits (he's a slob) so he can
room with a neat freak. He also
HE FIRST YEAR OF ANYlHJNG IS 1HE switches lab groups so he and his
toughest- especially if roommate can share the same
you're at med school.
squad as the glrl he's after.
Joe ls the kind of guy you'd like
Gross Anatomy, directed by
Thom Eberhardt and produced by to hate but can't. Everything
Howard Rosenman and Debra seems to come easy to him. This
Hill, revolves around a group of matches his laid-back, nonchastudents' first year of studying to lant lifestyle.
His love interest, Laurie Rorbecome doctors. Little time is
wasted as students are in class bach (Daphne Zuniga), is the
within seconds after the opent.ng opposite. She has to study endlessly just to score a few points
credits.
As in every group situation, at higher than Joe, who barely stud_least in films, there's always ies at all.
someone that stirs up controversy
The class is gross human anatomy. It is here that future doctors
and makes things interesting.
Joe Slovak (Matthew Modine) is
that person. He lies about his livsee ANATOMY page 3
by Richard Erle Karman

T

Touch.tone Picturet

Mathew Modine and Daphne
Zuniga star in Gross Anatomy.

'Slam' lacks originality, diversity in sound

T

The Charts
Week ending Ocotber 26 1989.

Top Five Albums

Top Five Singles

1. Miss You Much

1. "Dr. Feelgood"
Motley Crue

Janet Jackson
2. Love Song

The Cure
3.Sowlng Seeds of Love

Tears For Fears
4. Usten to Your Heart
Ro xxet
5.Mlxed Emotfon
Rolling stones

2. "Rythym Nation 1814"
Janet Jackson
3. "Girl, You Know It's True"
MllllVanllll
4. "Steel Wheels"
Rolling stones
5. "Forever Your Glrl"
Paula Abdul
C1989 IJ/Uboard magazine

HE BAND, 1HE DAN REED

• J .Q. & The Bandits will
play on the Green from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. •There will be
a homecoming parade on the Green at
7:00 p.m. Continuingat7:45p.m. there
will be a Pep Rally. Beginning at 8:30
p.m. is the Outdoor Street Festival and
Concert. Appearing will be comedian
Jordan Brady and bands Renegade
and Joan Jett and the Blackhearts.

• Visage will feature progressive music and videos
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. • UCFwill take on
Liberty at 7 p.m. in the Citrus Bowl. The
Homecoming King and Queen will be
crowned durtng halftime.
• Halloween Il will be
shown in the Student Activities Center at 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
Admission is free
with a valid student ID. • Pianist
Horacio Guiterrez will perform at
the Bob Carr Performing
Arts
Centre at 3 p.m.
Pm~nw.m •The exhibit Dino's and
.......-.w. Their Babies is on display
at the Orlando Science Center. For more
information call 896-7151. • Amnesty
International will hold Coffee House
Nlte in the Student Activities Center
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

• The Student Activities
Center will hold an .. Alter
Ego" costume party at 9 p.m. You must
be in costume to be admitted. • Anything Goes starring Mitzy Gaynor opens
tonight at the Bob Carr Performing Arts
Centre at 8 p.m. • Father Guido Sarducci will be performing at the Tampa
Bay Performing Arts Center at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $17.50 each.
•Nov. 2, at 7:30 p.m. Stars
on Ice, starring Olympic
and world champions at the Orlando
Arena and The Meat Puppets in concert
at Visage.• Nov. 11, Debbie Gibson at
8 p.m. ln the Orlando Arena. •Nov. 12,
Concrete Blond at Visage. • Nov. 20,
Public Image Limited and Flesh For
Lulu at Visage.
Tickets are available through all TicketMaster outlets (839-3900) or the
Orlando Centroplex Box Office (8492000). Also check the Kiosk on campus
for tickets for the above shows.

Network, more seems
preoccupied with ethnic diversity than with the
diversity of their music.
They boast about how
having a Japanese keyboard player and a black
John Citrone
Margaret Jellllings
guitarist breaks any barriAssistant Editor
Editor
ers in their music. There is
D. Cunningham
Lara E. Hutchison
no real example of this in
Art Director
Production Manager
their second album, Slam.
Even with record pro- ·
Corifetti, ts published by The Ce1t1ral Florida
ducer extraordinaire, Nile
Fuiure, the student newspaper of the Universit;y of
Rogers, the album falls
Central Florida. Send all correspondence to:
short of a hit.
Corifetti c/o The Central F1orida. Future, P.O. Box

Confetti

•Slam
Artist: The Dan Reed
Network
Producer: Nile Rogers
Label: Mercury

see SLAM page 3

•

25000, Universtt;y of Central Florida, Orlando,
Florida 32816.

•

•
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'We{come to tfie 9vfartfi (jras Parade of Coupons! Join tfie festivities by \,
dipping tlie.se coupons for great homecoming savings. '11ie spirit of 9vfartfi
(jras onfy fasts for a fimitetf time --anti so tfo tlie.se coupons. So liurry up
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COUPON

I

:. Two Medium Deluxe Pizza's
I

[:;:][ii

with 8 standard items

--~' "''

10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Tower Place Shopping Center

:
L

excluding double items

282-3466

:I

Free Pitcher of

($]

FREE DELIVERY

1-

,,

$11.99

• ----------------~-COUPON

.

I
I
I
with. any pizza purchase -~~·:;·IY•·
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: VALUABLE COUPON
I

Your Headquarters For all Your
Arts and Crafts Supplies, Posters
and Frames, Shirt Decorating
and much more.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PRESENT THIS COUPON AND
RECEIVE A 15% DISCOUNT ON ANY PURCHASE AT ANY OF OUR 3 CONVIENIENT
ORLANDO LOCATIONS

Lk. Conway Woods Shp. Ctr.
5170 S. Conway Rd.
Orlando • Florida
240·3556

•

Winter Park, Florida
s1a-1a22

Orlando, Florlda
299-0126

Mon.-Frl. 1oam-Bpm ·Sat. 1oam-6pm •Sun. 12pm-6pm

I

,'4,
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Good Luck Knights!

N
I
PHONE:

•

Between University and
Colonial on Highway 436

657-9500
t

"We Deliver ·Quality"
282-0505

..

$5.00

off*

Select from
EAST PAK
JANSPORT
&LEVI :

Book RUSH Hours: M-F 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

fij1

PIZZA

Backpack Bonanza

Your "Off-Campus" connection
for quality [If1 AA •]textbooks
~

·: . _.....

282-0505 ,. .

fJ~ndt

University Blvd.at Alafaya Trail
658-4612

LARGE

.

AMlllUCAN.

~~-N

Expires 11-9-89

*With this coupon only

~~-----.~----------===-~~~J~~-====~.~-~-~.-~-----~--~-----~

~
/

~

)
$3.00 OFF
Any Service of $10.00
or more

p
I
I

I
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JOIN US FOR YOUR
HOMECOMING MEAL

•

11680 E. Colonial Dr.
(E. Colonial at
Alafaya Tr.)

------T---------~,
I
Burger,
I
I
Fries &
Beverage · II

Filet of Sirloin
99

2 for $8.

INCLUDES
SUNDAE BAR!

Phone:
658-9206

$2.69
COUPON GOOD FOR ANY
PARTY SIZE. Cannot be used
with other coupons or discounts. Good only at 11680 E.
Colonial Dr. location.

COUPON GOOD FOR ANY
PARTY SIZE. Cannot be used
with other coupons or discounts. Good only at 11680 E.
Colonial Dr. location.

All entrees include our ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Grand Buffet and Sundae Bar

PLU# 23

I
I

PLU# 6

J. ____..._iiiiiiiiiii~~- · -

)

A£ OFF/CE CONS UL'T'
ATJON
F REE JNJ'T'
.l. .l'I.
.l. ./"I.
FAST RELIEF FROM FOOT PAIN
Laser Surgery

Available in Oftic:e

UNIVERSITY
F 0 0 T

CLINIC

Expires
11-i6-89

Dr. Lor tta
Henderson

• Bunions • Hammertoes • Heel Pain
• Ingrown Nails • Flat Feet
•Sore Ankles• CaUouses and Corns
• Plantar Warts • Arthrif

Podiatric Madecine
& Surgery

ROSEMONT
F 0 0 T

Medicare Assignment Accepted
Saturday & Evening Hours Available

CLINIC

"Oil r offiQI policy: The patielll md any acbcr p::noo rcspamiblc for payaan bu a ri&ht to pay, c:ma:.I paymca; ar be mimbancd far paymcm Car any otlmr-W.C, eita.mln.a.tion
ar tJeatmctt which i. perfonncdu a result oimd within 72bows oft.be~ !arthc froc, cfucollluc,d foe:, ar redlacod lr:ic ~~. cuminaticm or~alm:nl

•

• Bunions •Hammertoes• Heel Pain• Ingrown Nails ·Flat F_e.et
·Sore Ankles ·Callouses and Corns• Plantar Warts ·Arthritis

•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I

,...,

I'

'Dr. .Loretta 9-fetukrson

I

('

Pocliatru. 9.latlecine
& Swyery

GOLDENROD PLAZA• 4063 N. Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park, Fl.• 679-6002
ROSEMONT PLAZA• 5844 N.Orange Blossom Trail Orlando, Fl.• 290-6002

Medlcarw AA!gnment Accepmd
Saturday & Even ng Houra Avaltai.
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NOW OPEN
The Uni ersity Area Diet Center
{at University Shoppes, near UC6)

This year I can honestly say, "I'm ready for Homecoming!" When I got serious
about losing weight forthis fall term, I soughtthe assistance of the caring weight
control professionals at the Diet Center. I've lost 43 lbs.; and am very happy
that the University Area Center is so handy for other students like myself. They
cater to all members of the UCF community. The program is very suitable for
a student's schedute and budget. Give them a try--you'll be happy you did.

Greg Tyman,Engineering Major
CALL NOW FOR FREE CONSULTATION 275-THIN' (8446)

I
I
I
I
I

...

Lose 17 - 25 Lbs
In 6 weeks

$95*
For Our

I 6 WEEK WEIGHT

II LOSS PROGRAM
._
I ________ _
*University students & personnel only .
Must be new client. Valid UCF l.D. required
with Coupon. Membership & supplement
1 fees additional (Expires 12120/89)
cannot be corrblned In conjunction with other
Diet Center coupons

Diet· .

center ·
llo'IWf*ltlO_l_

I
I
I
I
I
I

•

·1m1tw411111

~

I

•

------

•
•

........................ .

.....

,

presents

•

The Super Giant ·
American Cold Cut Sub
for $1.49 + tax.
Includes free lettuce, tomatoes, pickles,
onions, hot peppers, oil and vinegar.

We have Drive Thru Service

•

.679-2448
10042 University Blvd.

One mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rel

No coupon necessary

•

(University Oaks)

•

•
•

NO MORE DULL, QUIET DRIVES TO SCHOOL
10% Off All.

BLAUPUNKT Car Audio Products

PLUS, 5% Off Auto Detailing (1 year warranty) With This Coupon
Expires 10/30/89

3699 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.

849-1100

,

Auto Sound & Communication
Specialist
SALES • SERVICE (Home & Car)
for expert installation
WE ALSO STOCK & INSTALL:
• Au to Alarms
• Radar Detectors
• Satellite TV (convertibles only)
423-2006

•

·. I

COUPON
This entitles bearer to an
ADDITIONAL 5% off
our already discounted
prices! (calculators only)

•

•

..

•
•

•
Creole Cooking • Seafoods • Steaks
Poultry• Pasta• Gumbos• Po-Boys

Located in Alafaya Village Shopping Center

Hap·py Hour Every Day!
11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 2FOR1
Lunch & Dinner Specials Daily

Mon. - Thurs.: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri & Say.: 11:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Mon - Fri: Lunch buffet

(corner of E. Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

658-4209

Ask about our UCF discount!

FREE

•

Order of Cajun Onion Rings

•

or

Cajun Buffalo Wings
. with any food or bar purchase

Expires 11/16/89

•
•
•
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ANATOMY
FROMPAGE2

a

get their first expertence with human
dissection. Classroom situations
pave the way for the expected confrontations between Joe and his
professor.
Their repartee causes conflict between Joe and his group members. It
reaches its height as the entire
group's daily assignment depends
upon a correct answer by their
trouble-making counterpart.
One good thing about Gross Anatomy is it isn'tjust about getting high

test scores. In fact, a large chunk of
the film doesn't concentrate on
studying for the cliche climactic exams. Anatomy deviates from that
angle and digs deeper into students
lives, both scholastic and prtvate.
A cheap hotel is used as a study
hall for the struggling students. After
pulling an intense study session, Joe
and Laurie are left alone rather conveniently.
Laurie has convinced herself she
can't study and have a boyfriend at
the same time. Joe disregards her
plea and with half a kiss on her lips,
and badda-boom, badda-bing, he's

SLAM
FROMPAGE2
Slam is neither new nor original. It seems to be
caught between the barrters that the band intended to break
"Make It Easy" sounds like any other Top 40
metal song a-la Poison, Bon Jovi, etc.
"~inbow Child ... written about hippies after a
Grateful Dead concert, couid easily be confused

got her in bed. This single scene
disrupts the film's flow because it all
happens before they've had even a
first date.
But it's Modine to the rescue. This
fihn belongs to him and he saves it
with his mental and physical aura
despite scenes that threaten the film.
Modine is true to his character as
he reveals his study habits. "Just
study what's in bold (type). That's the
only stuff they test us on."
Lately, audiences have been
taught a variety of subjects. Patrick
Swayze gave us tips on becoming a
bar bouncer in Roadlwuse. and

With a Night Ranger ballad.
"Stronger Than Steel" and "Doin' the Love
Thing" are sappy love songs with a hard rock beat.
The strongest tune on the album is the title cut,
"Slam." It's about the farce of political summits
and how the world doesn't benefit from them. It
asks "why don't they cross the millions of miles in
that empty room," referring to the diplomatic
meetings and conferences.
Side two begins with "Cruise Together, .. describ-

Robin Williams enriched our lives by
teaching poetry.
Gross lies somewhere in between
the two but leans closer towards the
highly entertaining Dead Poets Soci-

ety.
Like Dead Poets, Gross Anatomy
has some classroom scenes but it
shines brightest when the students
are in the outside world confronting
their feelings. The scrtpt is bound
tight with intelligent and witty lines
that seem endless.
It's unfortunate a few unbelievable
scenes wreck what could have been a
much better movie.

mg a one night stand, while "Come Back Baby"
deals with a love lost.
In short all the songs on the album run together
both musically and lyrtcally with the exceptibn of
the title cut "Slam."
If you want something new, something original,
something more than melodramatic love songs,
this album ts definitely not worth your money.
- Patricia Ross

CASSADAGA

QUALITY MOUNTAIN BIKES
As Low As

$229 .95

* Lay Away For Christmas
*One Year Maintenance Free
* Index Shifting
Located in the
University Shoppes
(near UC6)
281-6488

BIKE~/~~
Cyc1ifes

Come and Visit the New!~!

(407) 282-2476

FROM PAGE 1
who
called
Cassadaga
"spooky."
"There are no witches here,
no spooks here. We are a nice
quiet community who help
people in trouble," Cosgrave
said in a slight down-under
accent.
I inquired about ghosts and
if there was such a thing as
"bad" spirits.
"Sure, if you're a rotten sod
in this life you'll probably be a
rotten sod when you pass
over," Cosgrave explained.
"Most old, old houses have one
or two spirits kicking around."
Marsha has a normal job in
Orlando selling ads for the
Yellow pages.
She has studied in Cassadaga for four years and
takes classes in subjects such
as "Natural Law" and "Spiri-

tual Psychic Development."
It seems a degree in mediumship isn't such an easy
thing to acquire either.
"It takes years of training,"
said Cosgrave. "It takes longer
than med school."
Cosgrave said they train to
see things and work on a
"higher vibration."
"It's just like blowing a dog
whistle," she explained. "It's
at such a high pitch that we
can't hear it but the dog can."
Mer talking at length, the
healer informed me that she
had to eat dinner. We said a
friendly good-bye.
As I left Cassadaga~ the
place which had seemed so
spooky only hours before, I was
struck by how ordinary everyone seemed.
For me, Cassadega had
changed from a "Q{)blin-ville"
to just another town down the
road.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
October 25 - 29
ITMB· Fran Cosmo & Tony Dee In Their
· Last Florida Appearance
Appearing November 1 - 4 Big Guns

COMING SUNDAY, NOVEMBERS, 9-11
JUST FOR YOU LADIES (18 and over)
ALL MALE REVUE
Tuesday Night Is 25¢ Beer
Happy Hour Everyday from 4-7
50¢ Draft, $1.00 Bottle Beer
$1.00 Well Drinks
And Now Happy Hour From
11 :00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
<•f
Saturday &Sunday
.
Come Watch The Games With Us
The Food & Party Lounge
BOOMER'S is located in the University Shoppes Plaza
at the corner of Alafaya & University Blvd. next to UC 6 Cinemas.

Yogurt
Next to UC6
in the University Shoppes
a UCF Booster
~
~

~

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES @>
& ACCESSORIES
@>

;f
;f
10% off to UCF students
@>
;f
with valid I.D.
@>
;f . LuvNYou
:
;f Lingerie Swimwear, and more... e
;f 7316 E. Colonial Drive
@>
;f
380-2967
e
-...)

I
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of the Twilight Zone.
Lemmon begins to talk
about a farm he's never lived
tion makes up for this.
on, children he doesn't have
There is a scene in which and friends he's never met.
Lemmon's hand is trembling
Danson becomes conas he attempts to pour milk cerned and talks to a psyin a bowl of cereal. Danson chiatrist about his father's
reaches over and guides his fantasies. The psychiatrist
hand to the bowl. There is informs him that his father
another touching scene in has been a schizophrenic for
which Danson puts his ex- the last 20 years.
hausted father to bed.
Yep . . . it's the old soap
Dad moves along at a opera plot again. Dad starts
wonderfully slow pace and is off like Terms of Endearment
very realistic for the most and ends up like Days of Our
part. Later in the film, Lives. It's unfortunate that
Lemmon gets cancer and this film shoots itself in the
·
eventually slips into a coma foot.
from shock. Just when eveIt had the potential to be
ryone expects him to die, the excellent. However, it ended
movie takes an interesting up as only an average film
twist.
that if nothing else, will proLemmon snaps out of the vide a few laughs and tears.
coma and suddenly attains
The movie was directed by
the virility of a 20-year-old Gary David Goldberg and
college boy.
one of its executive producThis is where Dad enters ers is none other than Steven
the strange and bizarre world Spielberg.

DAD

•

.FROM PAGE 2

Don't miss this
golden opportunity
to save on a Balfour
College Class Ring!
• $300FF IOK
• $500FF14K
• $700FF 18K
Hurry! Offered for a
limited time only!

The cure is in sight.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.
Join us on our mission.
Diabetes Research Institute

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

Tuesday - Friday

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p .m.

at

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

THE OLYMPUS
12233 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 328 l 7
(407) 281-6984

Problems With?
Need?
•Landlords?
•A Will?
• Insurance?
• Name Change?
• Contracts? ~"\ GOJ11:
• Uncontested
• Police?
~~JZ1.,-t• Dissolution?

..Cf
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9-fappy J{our
rrJai{y 4-7
SPORTS BAR

SUN:
MON:
TUES:
WED:

THURS:
FRI:
SAT:

3853 E. Colonial
898-7972

Football • 75¢ draft, 75¢ hotdog
Football • $1.00 Longneck 9-11
25¢ Draft 8-1 o p.m.
Lingerie Show
Ladies Night • 2 for 1 wells
8-12 • Wet T-Shirt Contest, $50
first prize • Soak your favorite
contestant!
Live Entertainment
Free Taco Buffet 4-7 • Live
Entertainment • Kami's $2.00
Long Islands 10-11 $2.50 glass
$8.00 pitchers

FULL MENU OF SANDWICHES, HAMBURGERS, PIZZA, AND CHICKEN WINGS.
BRING THIS AD IN FOR A FREE DRAFT!

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex- ·
perience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.

See a Peace Corps Recruiter
OCTOBER 31, 1989
INFORMATION BOOTH

Breezeway /in front of Bookstore
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
For More Info, call: 1-800-468-2745

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.

•

